Your way to STEMMER IMAGING

By plane, train and S-Bahn ...
From the airport
 take the train S1 to the station LAIM
there you can either ...
 change to train S4 for direction Geltendorf / Buchenau
 get off at station PUCHHEIM, the trip takes about 12 minutes
or ...
 use a taxi to Puchheim (address is "Gutenbergstraße 11")
 the trip from station LAIM takes about 20 minutes, the costs are approx. 20 Euro
From the Munich Main Station or City Center
 from all S-Bahn stations between OSTBAHNHOF and PASING take the train S4 for direction
Geltendorf / Buchenau
 get off at station PUCHHEIM, the trip takes about 30 minutes (from main station)
From S-Bahn station PUCHHEIM by foot to STEMMER IMAGING
 Walking time approx. 7 minutes
 Leave the station platform by the underpass to the right
 Follow the foot path parallel to the car park (the foot path joins into "Aubinger Weg")
 At the end of the foot path turn half right into the "Aubinger Weg" and follow for approx. 400 m
 Just before a bridge overpass turn left into the "Gutenbergstraße"
 You will see the STEMMER IMAGING building just 100m down to the left
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By car …
From the highway A96 Lindau - Munich
 Exit at Unterpfaffenhofen / Germering
 Turn off in direction Germering
 Cross Germering straight on
 After approx. 5 km on the federal highway B2 in the direction Fürstenfeldbruck/Augsburg you will come
through Puchheim/Ort
 Turn right at the traffic light at the end of the village (direction Eichenau and Puchheim/Bahnhof)
 Drive on until the roundabout
 Take the first exit to the right
 Keep going for approx. 2,5 km up to the second traffic light
 Turn right there into the "Gewerbegebiet Nord, Siemensstraße"
 At the end of the "Siemensstraße" turn to the right into the "Aubinger Weg"
 After 100 m you will underpass a bridge. Turn right immediately after the bridge into the "Gutenbergstraße"
From the highway A8 Stuttgart - Munich
 Stay on A8 to junction Munich-West
 Leave the highway at exit Lochhausen
 Further description see "From exit Lochhausen"
From the highway A9 Nuernberg - Munich
 Stay on A9 to exit Neufahrn
 Turn into A92 towards junction Munich-Feldmoching
 Turn there into A99 in direction junction Munich-West
 At the end of the tunnel Karlsfeld/Allach turn off left in direction Munich-West
 Leave the highway at exit Lochhausen
 Further description see "From exit Lochhausen"
From the highway A92 Deggendorf / Airport Munich - Munich
 Stay on A92 to junction Munich-Feldmoching
 Turn there into A99 in direction junction Munich-West
 At the end of the tunnel Karlsfeld/Allach turn off left in direction Munich-West
 Leave the highway at exit Lochhausen
 Further description see "From exit Lochhausen"
From exit Lochhausen
 Turn right into the "Lochhausener Straße"
 Stay on the "Lochhausener Straße" towards Gröbenzell
 Directly before entering Gröbenzell turn left at the "Autohaus Gröbenzell" into the "Lena-Christ-Straße"
 Stay on the "Lena-Christ-Straße" for approx. 1 km to Puchheim
 At the first traffic light turn left and drive up to a roundabout
 Turn out here at the third exit into the "Nordendstraße"
 At the next roundabout keep going straight on in the "Gewerbegebiet Nord, Benzstraße"
 At the end of the "Benzstraße" turn right into the "Aubinger Weg"
 Follow the "Aubinger Weg" for approx. 1 km until an underpass
 Immediately after you underpass a bridge turn right into the "Gutenbergstraße"
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